Professional Fixing Solutions for Building & Construction
The problem solving solutions
Fixing of post installed rebars

- Powerful Epoxy mortar
  FIS EM
- Economical Epoxy mortar
  FIS EB
- Hammer drill bit
  SDS Max II & IV Pointer

Installation of precast panels

- Injection system FIS V with
  RGM / FIS A / FTR
- Bolt Anchor FAZ II
- High performance
  anchor FH II
- Bolt anchor FBN II

Installation of scaffolding

- Hammer set
  anchor EA II
- Concrete screw
  ULTRACUT FBS II
- Drill bit SDS Plus premium
  for concrete & masonry
- Bolt anchor FBN II

Installation of precast concrete stairs

- Injection system FIS V with
  RGM / FIS A / FTR
- Bolt Anchor FAZ II
- High performance
  anchor FH II
- Bolt anchor FBN II
Installation of window cleaning equipment

- Highbond-System FHB II
- Injection system FIS SB/RSB with RGM /FIS A / FTR
- High performance anchor FH II

Fixing of portacabin

- Bolt Anchor FAZ II
- Injection system FIS V with RGM /FIS A / FTR
- PU foam spray (B3)
- Bolt anchor FBN II

Fixing of road signs

- Bolt Anchor FAZ II
- High performance anchor FH II
- Drill bit SDS Plus premium for concrete & masonry
- Bolt anchor FBN II

Anchoring of speed-hump

- Hammer set anchor EA II
- Expansion nylon plug SX with screw
- The allround solution nylon anchor SXR
Fastening of doors & windows frames and filling of joints

- The allround solution nylon frame anchor SXR
- Metal frame fixing F-M with fire resistance approval
- PU foam spray (B3)

Anchoring of wheelstopper

- Hammer set anchor EA II
- Expansion nylon plug SX with screw
- The allround solution nylon anchor SXR

Anchoring of garbage chute

- Anchor Bolt FAZ II
- Injection system FIS V with RGM / FIS A / FTR
- Bolt anchor FBN II

Anchoring of wall protection guard

- Hammer set anchor EA II
- Expansion nylon plug SX with screw
- The allround solution nylon anchor SXR
Cutting, grinding & drilling for metal, rebar & pipes

HSS Drill bit for metal
Cutting & Grinding for mild steel
Cutting & Grinding for stainless steel
Design software
FIXPERIENCE for secure planning.

fischer FIXPERIENCE.
The new design and information software suite.

- The new modular design program includes engineering software and application modules.
- The software is based on international design standards (ETAG 001 EC2), including the national application documents. All common force and measurement units are available.
- Incorrect input will be recognized and the software gives tips to get a correct result. This ensures a safe and reliable design every time.
- The graphical display can easily be rotated through 360°, panned, tilted or zoomed as required.
- The 3D display gives a detailed and realistic image.
- The “live update” feature helps to keep the program up to date ensuring you are always working with the latest version.
- Free download and updates at http://www.fischer.ae

Our service to you.
We are available to you at any time as a reliable partner to offer technical support and advice:
- Innovative product range
- Local fischer representative
- Field engineering support to provide technical assistance and solutions
- Firestop expert advice
- Technical handbook for design engineers
- Central warehouse & local stock points
- Onsite support & training
- Product online catalogue
- Onsite delivery

This is what fischer stands for.

See the extensive main catalogue or visit our website at www.fischer.ae for information about the complete fischer range.
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